MANILA AND SOLAIRE

WELCOME TO

Centered in the growing
Asia-Pacific cruise region, the
Philippine archipelago offers an
abundance of new destinations
awaiting exploration. Manila,
pearl of the orient and gateway
to the Philippines. Salomague
and picture-perfect Vigan City,
a UNESCO World Heritage
Site. Dramatic Coron Island
and its exquisite natural areas
and hidden coves. The worldfamous white sand beaches of
Boracay. These and 12 other
current and potential cruise
destinations can be coupled to
itineraries originating from China
and Southeast Asia, or over
time, Philippine-centric cruises
embarking seasonally from
Manila.

The Solaire Resort and Casino redefined world class in Manila,
integrating gaming, entertainment, dining, and leisure into a
single, iconic Forbes Travel Guide 5 Star Award winning
destination. Our pursuit of excellence continues with Solaire
Cruise Centre.
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Rolling out the blue carpet in August 2021, Solaire Cruise
Centre brings Manila and the Philippines to the cruising forefront,
offering a purpose-built facility capable of welcoming the industry’s
newest and largest vessels.
Location is key, and Solaire’s state-of-the-art pier and terminal
facilities take advantage of nearby Entertainment City’s extensive
hotels and attractions as well as quick connection times to the Ninoy
Aquino International Airport (15 minutes) and varied touristic and
heritage venues (30 minutes).
Solaire Cruise Centre offers an integrated cruise destination
and resort experience delivered with the same quality, security
and white glove treatment received by all guests.

For further enquiries, please contact:
solairecruise@solaireresort.com
http://solaireresort.com/cruisecenter
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SOLAIRE CRUISE CENTRE
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THE ESPLANADE

ARRIVAL PLAZA AND TERMINAL

VISION PLAN

SOLAIRE CRUISE CENTRE

Coming in 2021, the Solaire Cruise Centre will be the
region’s premier marine leisure gateway, linking Manila
and the Philippines to the World.
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Homeport and port-of-call
ready, welcoming 348m and
310m vessels simultaneously.
Extensive GTA areas
programmed pierside to meet
pre-booked tour demand.

Over 7,000m2 of terminal
area across two floors housing
baggage, screening, ticketing
and other functions. Multifunctional spaces for
special events.

Premier yachting center
welcoming all nature of leisure
vessels. Yacht Club and
supporting VIP areas linked
back to the Solaire Resort.

Links the entire Solaire
waterfront, offering a series
of landscaped walkways and
plazas lined by outdoor retail,
restaurants and bar areas.

Cruise guests can easily walk
from the pier to retail and
dining offerings found along
the Esplanade and Solaire
Shoppes district.

The resort’s Bay and Sky
Towers feature a total of
800 rooms, suites and villas.
Solaire Phase 2 is slated to
add additional rooms and
extensive new attractions.

Solaire’s 1,740-seat grand
auditorium delivers world
class shows, concerts, and
plays. Folkloric and other
specialty performances can be
developed for cruise guests.

Supporting logistical facilities
for independent tours and
guest parking.

